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Abstract
Starting from the fact that a ‘brand’ is a universal concept regardless of
environment, but its enactment changes according to environment,
this paper provides pointers about brand building on the internet. It
presents a three-level model of a brand to help organisations
characterise their brands’ promises. By expanding this model it then
considers how a brand’s promise can be enacted on the internet in
order to assess the coherence of the brand. Through considering how
some organisations have taken advantage of the internet, it highlights
three factors critical for success. Ten key action points for marketers
are presented.

Introduction
As organisations are discovering, migrating their brands to the internet

necessitates adaptations to their ‘bricks-and-mortar’ strategies. Some of

the reasons for this are that on the internet people expect organisations to

put more emphasis behind listening rather than telling, the internet gives

rise to communities rather than just customers and communities co-create

brand value rather than passively consuming brands. This paper is

concerned with identifying some pointers that need to be addressed if

brands are to thrive in both a bricks and a clicks environment.

The paper opens by raising the issue of whether brands online are

different to brands offline, and therefore whether a new theory of brands

is needed. It argues that a brand is a brand regardless of its environment;

what is different is the way the brand’s promise is executed. This theme is

followed through and the three-level model of the brand is expanded to

help appreciate the way that the brand promise is enacted through an

online experience. Finally the paper considers how the opportunities

presented by the internet lead to three factors critical for brand success.

Reconceiving the concept of ‘brand’ for the internet?
Some might wonder, from the points in the previous section, as to

whether there is a need for a new theory of brands when they are in an

online rather than an offline environment. Two schools of thought

emerged in response to this question — revolutionists and evolutionists.

Now that the smoke of the dot.com boom has cleared, it has become

apparent that the principles which have informed brand management for

half a century are still as relevant in today’s wired economy as ever.

According to Fazarinc of Hewlett Packard, ‘instead of a branding

revolution, the internet has created a stimulating rapid evolution of
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branding’s basic concepts, strengthening and expanding their relevance to

business and customers. This concept still has at its centre the brand

promise for an expected customer experience’.1 This position therefore

holds that a brand is a brand, regardless of its environment; what is

different is the way the brand’s promise is executed.

Consider the brand evolution spectrum in Figure 1.

In the early days of internet-based branding, many opportunistic

marketers equated branding with providing copious brand details — the

brand as a data centre. In their over-zealous attempts to provide brand

data, they regarded branding as something they do to visitors. Others soon

realised that if brands are to thrive on the internet, the poor experience

visitors receive needs transforming, leading to a more customer-centric

approach which provides more tailored information (eg train times from

Railtrack.com). But the focus remains primarily on information, albeit

tailored, and is typically characterised by marketers wanting to be in

control. More organisations now recognise that the internet is not a

passive medium, acting as a conduit for information; rather it is a

dynamic environment that celebrates greater involvement in the brand

experience, encouraging the introduction of people to communities whose

interactions build greater value and trust in the brand. Disney grasped this

opportunity when it launched family.com. Its family values attract people

who respect the entertainment origins of this brand, but then want to reach

out to other like-minded individuals to discuss family-related matters, for

example education, parenting and health.

The point of this evolutionary spectrum is that the early emphasis on

brands in an internet environment is at the rational level, rather than

progressing to an experiential state. The characteristics of a brand can be

understood from recognising that a brand is a cluster of rational

(functional) and emotional values that enable a stakeholder to recognise a

Evolutionary
perspective of
internet branding

Figure 1: Brand evolution on the internet
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promise about a unique and welcomed experience. Figure 2 shows the

progression of emphasis from rational values to emotional values and

ultimately to the promised experience. A hierarchical structure indicates

that each higher level is associated with added consumer value.

In the bricks-and-mortar environment, the Co-op Bank has the rational

value of being responsibly fair through its policy of ethical investments.

This links to the emotional value of caring. These values enable

stakeholders to perceive the promised experience of being in control of

their savings for the good of themselves and others. The migration of this

bank to the internet resulted in the brand undergoing changes. For

example, it is branded Smile.co.uk and uses atypical pink colouring to

enable it to stand out from the dull associations of other banks. The

reassuring ‘tone of voice’ and the animated smile, among other aspects of

the site, reinforce the brand values of responsible and caring, enabling a

similar promise to be perceived between the offline and online brand.

In the case of financial services, people are reticent about sharing

experiences and tend to be wary of branding experiences that involve

participation with others. But investors feel empowered, through the

richness of information, to express disparaging views about unacceptable

corporate practices and therefore signal their opinions about which

organisations should not receive investments from an ethical bank. If the

ethical bank is not attentive to the growing views of their community, an

ever-amplifying message of distrust will damage the brand.

When migrating a brand to the internet, the organisation needs to

recognise that any promised experience hinges on stakeholders’

knowledge of the brand’s history. Nike tried to make its promise of

winning become personalised, by allowing consumers to add their own

Figure 2: Understanding the nature of a brand

Promised experience

Emotional values

Rational values
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word on the back of its trainers. When a student requested the word

‘sweatshop’ the resulting electronic correspondence became one of the

most widely circulated e-mails around the world.2

The promised brand experience through the internet needs to take

account of the way that consumers are co-creators of the brand

experience. For example Weight Watchers, through their brand promise of

aiding slimming, would appear to have support and accountability as two

of its brand values. In the bricks-and-mortar environment this brand

promise is delivered, among other ways, by having regular supportive

group meetings with ‘weigh-ins’. When migrating this brand to the

internet (www.weightwatchers.co.uk) the brand values and brand promise

remain similar, but the brand enactment changed. In terms of guided

eating, subscribers have access to a database which assigns points against

different types of food to facilitate diet tracking. Online recipes and

encouragement for individuals to have their own progress charts are

provided. A menu planner is available, and to make it easier for the

subscriber to keep to their diet a shopping list tool is available which

prints the items that need purchasing for a week’s menu. There is a ‘panic

button’ which provides support if a member is seriously tempted to eat

forbidden food. Each individual can personalise the site through their

inspirational icon and a trophy cabinet stores stars for weight loss. If it is

difficult to attend the regular group weigh-in meetings, support is

provided through a dedicated chatroom, replicating the community of

weekly meetings. Moderators watch out for any wrong advice that is

offered in the chatroom.

Importance of online brand experience
The way a visitor draws an inference about a brand online is different

from the offline environment where conventional factors such as staff and

the store environment have a notable impact. The brand triangle in Figure

2 enables the brand’s team to define the characteristics of their brand

promise, and its enactment can be appreciated from the elements shown

in Figure 3. This model enables the coherence of the brand to be assessed.

For example, if one of the rational values underpinning a brand’s promise

is convenience, yet the brand’s site entails long registration procedures or

fails to offer flexible delivery options, the online execution of the promise

needs further work. It is important to recognise that the brand experience

is not just assessed on the content of a site, but rather through an

amalgam of the elements in Figure 3, as will be addressed.

Locating the brand and speed of download
The first challenge facing a potential visitor is locating the brand on the

internet. Their task might have been facilitated through site linkages, ie

affiliate marketing. Amazon capitalises on this strategy. For example,

U3A is an organisation for retired people who wish to benefit from having

more time to socialise with like-minded people (University of the Third

Age). When a person is relaxing by studying an author, and wishes to buy

one of their books, they are able to click rapidly through to the Amazon

site, for which Amazon pays a negotiated fee to U3A for the new visitors.

Consumers as
co-creators of brand
experience

Affiliate marketing
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The opportunity for the marketer is to present their brand’s site as having

sufficient added value for the visitor to record the site in their browser’s

‘favourite pages’, then on future occasions encourage them to visit their

site directly. This way they are reducing the fee they pay to the host site.

In the case of linked brand sites, visitors may draw some inference

about site similarities, however trivial. It is therefore wise for brand

marketers to have a sound rationale for linkages, rather than being just

driven by incremental sales. Furthermore, some thought about the

bridging between the two sites is needed. For example, if a visitor was on

a site that reinforced the values of restfulness and clicked through to a

noisy, vibrant site, this marked difference may taint their brand

perceptions.

An alternative location strategy is for an individual either to search

directly for a specified brand, or to search for details about a particular

category. Search engines are one of the most commonly used means of

driving visitors to sites. Research indicates that achieving top search

engine ranking can actually help build a brand.3 According to the

iProspect search engine branding survey, 33 per cent of internet users

Links and spillover
effects

Search engine
optimisation

Figure 3: Enacting the brand promise online
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perceive companies found in the top search results to be major brands.

This implies that top rankings attach leadership associations to brands. It

is for this reason that brand marketers need to integrate search engine

optimisation (SEO) in their brands’ online strategies.

It has been shown4 that as users gain more experience of the internet so

they become less reliant on brand names. This does not imply that brands

no longer act as a rapid route to brands’sites. Rather it implies that brand

names can be useful mechanisms short-cutting the search to a brand’s

website, particularly when they are well trusted and reduce the perceived

risk in an unfamiliar environment. Provided users perceive the site to be

credible, they have the confidence to appreciate the brand’s characteristics

better through searching out more information from the site. The

challenge becomes one of creating positive associations and awareness

offline, then engendering trust online to enable the user to understand the

brand better.

In view of the increasing experience of users, one is alerted to the

power of information market share (IMS).5 Through calculating the

number of pages a user could access from their search strategy against the

number of pages owned or influenced by a brand, it is possible to evaluate

the likelihood of a user visiting the brand’s site. For example, an

individual seeking information about anti-depressant drugs might type the

medical condition rather than the brand name. Of approximately 3.9

million pages relating to depression only 10,500 might show the name of

an organisation’s brand. Before thinking that 0.27 per cent IMS is poor,

further analysis might show that only approximately 500 of these pages

are owned by the brand.

Speed of download becomes the next issue after locating the brand’s

website. Since not all internet users have high-speed connections to the

internet, a pragmatic approach is needed when designing a brand’s

website. A homepage which has animations and sound may be impactful,

but this causes irritation waiting for the page to form. Then to be greeted

by a need to download special software to realise the full benefits of the

brand’s site can further irritate visitors and encourage them to depart

rapidly. Having a count-down mechanism will at the least make

consumers aware of this issue and possibly reduce some of the irritation.

A widely used practice for image optimisation is to enable users to choose

from two website versions (eg Flash versus HTML). The former offers

full animation for users on high-speed connections; the latter delivers the

same content as the high-speed version but without animation and voice

for slower connections.

Site appearance
The site’s appearance engenders a view about the brand’s promised

experience. First appearances are important when visitors rapidly scan to

decide whether to continue. At this point it is worth considering the extent

to which the homepage extends a warm welcome, with a notable

emphasis on greeting the visitor, or whether it jumps to being company

centred and is biased towards transmitting information. As the mouse

moves around the screen, chance movements over particular areas that

Information market
share

Speed and graphics

Tone of voice
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prompt new pictures can prove overwhelming. The style of writing, the

‘tone of voice’ and the initial colour all give clues about the brand’s

character.

A visual emphasis on the diversity and number of employees, but then

the need for considerable searching to locate key employees (eg the

customer services supervisor), is also indicative of a superficial or even

false brand. A structure that relies on pictures of events or situations

related to the brand helps associations of the brand’s benefits to be

inferred.

An important element that marketers tend to overlook online is

consistency.6 First, the brand needs to maintain internal consistency

within its website (eg common colour palette, recurring logo). Secondly,

the brand needs to be consistent among different media. The internet is

not an isolated environment and customers do not view it as such.

Perceived differences between the communications of a brand using

traditional compared to interactive media could erode the brand’s image.

Thirdly, global brands must ensure reasonable consistency across

different locations. Regional sites must project the same ‘look and feel’,

but also cater for local market content such as pricing information.

Navigation
Navigating the site provides a further array of clues about the brand. It is

here that interviews prove insightful about users’ views of brands’ sites.7

As a respondent stated, ‘It’s like you’re alone and you are exploring a

strange city without a map. You seem to have been stuck on a ring road

forever. And the traffic is moving incredibly slowly. Despite this it is quite

exhilarating — but you need to keep alert because at any moment you

know you could make a wrong turn or get stuck in an interminable one-

way system.’8 Research can prove invaluable here to understand not only

what visitors think of the directional guides on a brand’s site, but also the

informational pathways visitors would have expected to follow.

According to Lindström and Andersen,9 internet users should at all times

be able to answer the following questions with regard to a site’s

navigation.

— Where am I?

— Where have I been?

— Where do I go from here?

— How do I get out?

Not only is it important to consider the navigational flow of a website but

also to signpost it appropriately with messaging that truly supports the

brand and aligns with the brand’s values. For example, some websites do

not communicate with their customers in the customers’ language but

instead in the language of the IT department. Thus, instead of the

standard but rather unfriendly ‘404 error message’, a more helpful

approach is an onscreen message apologising for the inconvenience and

reassuring the visitor that the brand’s support team would soon be

contacting them.

Consistency

Flow

Signposting
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Differential reward
Differential rewards should alert the brand’s team to consider why

someone would want to use their web-based brand rather than have an

offline interaction. Is it because managers think users want to gain

personalised information, but in reality consumers might find the staff

behaviour unhelpful and the web negates the need for any personal

contact? Some marketers take advantage of the internet to augment their

brands. For example, a car dealer is primarily able to advise about a car’s

characteristics or servicing issues. By contrast, from the comfort of their

home visitors can access various sites, eg mini.co.uk, can configure the

type of car they would like, and they can observe the car from different

angles and then see how much it costs. Enabling the online brand to

become co-created by visitors is an increasingly important aspect of the

enactment of the brand’s promise.

Colgate and Durex are two of the companies that understand the

importance of providing this extra value in order to drive customers to

their websites. In addition to standard information about various product

lines, Colgate hosts an online oral care home with advice on oral hygiene

and information on dental problems and treatments. Similarly, Durex’s

site provides sexual health news in additional to supporting an online

shop, helping customers avoid the embarrassment of buying condoms in a

chemist.

Personal support
The personal support component of the brand recognises that visitors use

several channels to make a decision. Being able to contact support

personnel can increase consumers’ trust in an online brand.10 There are

frequent instances where the presence of a helpline biases visitors’

preferences in favour of using a brand. For example, several hotels’ online

brand sites provide details about availability and prices for one-, two- and

four-bedroom accommodation. But for the three-person family seeking a

room, this is not particularly helpful. By having a central telephone line

that can be contacted 24 hours a day, a visitor can rapidly make their

decision. Dell recognises this, and in addition to its site, Dell.co.uk, which

enables a potential consumer configure possible computers, it also

provides a customer service helpline. When an e-mail contact helpline is

available, rather than a customer service employee, it should be

recognised that it takes a visitor a few minutes to pose an electronic

question, but a reply can sometimes take hours or even days. A more

effective practice is for companies to offer web-based live chat support so

customers can still pose their questions to brand representatives without

having to leave their computers. For example, AOL encourages its

members to use live online help for assistance with technical or billing

problems and redenvelope.com uses the same technology to provide

customers with a personal shopper to assist them with their purchases.

Based on a recent research report, brands need to spend more time

thinking about how to integrate after-sales service into their online

channels.11

Alternative means of
contact
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Physical delivery and returns
Physical delivery is another way the brand’s promise is tested. Some

online brands have had considerable investment in their sites, with less

thought about the logistic system to facilitate physical distribution. In

addition, organisations need to consider how the delivery representative

interacts with the consumer. As another moment of truth which enables

users to assess a brand, there is scope for competitive advantage by

ensuring the delivery staff are aware of the values of the brand being

delivered in order to act in a way that reinforces the brand. Furthermore,

where consumers experience problems with the brand there needs to be

consideration of the most suitable way for the brand to be returned.

Critical success factors for e-brands
The internet presents numerous opportunities (as well as threats), and by

considering how organisations have capitalised on some of these

opportunities some of the critical success factors for e-branding can be

identified. Three of these will be reviewed: building genuine

relationships, enabling greater interactivity and developing better-tailored

offerings.

Building genuine relationships
One of the factors contributing to Amazon’s success is the way it uses

consumer purchasing data to build relationships with consumers.12 For

example, it alerts consumers about newly published books that could be

of relevance to them, and also draws their attention to books that other

readers with similar interests had bought. While the application of

recommendation systems began in segments of the retail market which

had unique code numbers and could therefore be readily profiled (eg

books, CDs), the development of multidimensional recommendation

systems will facilitate the application of this technology in a broad range

of B2B and B2C services. Brands that thrive on the internet put less

emphasis on telling things to customers and more on listening and

learning about customers. Many organisations are striving to use their

online brands to build relationships with stakeholders.13 One way of

doing this is to offer pre-formatted pages which meet different

stakeholders’ needs. For example, journalists are particularly interested in

current events, while potential investors are keener on downloading

financial data. For the journalists and potential investors, the relationship

results from what the user has told the website they want. By contrast, the

Amazon example goes further because it makes a decision about webpage

content based on what has been learnt from its community.

If firms are to succeed through stronger relationships they need to build

an understanding of their visitors. This could be through online surveys. It

should be recognised that customers are aware of the value of information

and are becoming reticent about giving this away without a benefit. As

Martin Chilcott, an internet consultant, once clarified in a presentation:14

— do not ask for an address, rather ask ‘Would you like a daily weather

report? If so, give us your post code.’

Internet
recommendation
systems
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— do not ask for a date of birth, but rather ‘Would you like your

horoscope? If so give us your date of birth.’

Respected relationships can be engendered through seeking customer

feedback online. Another way to build a trusted relationship is to create

room on the brand’s site for a discussion forum. By listening to the

comments being exchanged, brand marketers can better understand how

to build a more welcomed relationship.

The next two success factors are associated with emotional branding —

the concept that successful brands need to establish an emotional

connection with customers.15 According to Clauser:

‘The interactive quality of the web is ideal for allowing businesses to

create an emotional connection between their consumer and their

brand. Fostering communities, allowing personalisation of a

consumer’s web experience and providing opportunities for co-creation

of content all strengthen the consumer’s sense of loyalty, ownership

and belonging to an brand.’16

Greater interactivity
People using the internet do not envisage being in the passive mode that

characterises their involvement with television advertisements. Instead

they expect to follow a journey whose path emerges from the discourse

they establish with the brand’s website. They envisage being given

options, making decisions and, through their interactions with the brand,

forming opinions about its character.

For example, a consumer could visit a store selling paints and begin to

appreciate the variety of colours they could use to paint a room. Their

ideas might be reinforced through press advertisements, or seeing other

people’s rooms. But there remains doubt in their minds about which

might be the best colour. Dulux (dulux.co.uk) has developed the

MousePainter to help make the choice easier. People are able to enter

virtual rooms, paint different walls in various colours, with different lights

and with different-coloured furniture present in the room. Another

example is the use of an application entitled ‘My Virtual Model’ by a

number of clothing retailers. Consumers build a virtual model to

represent themselves, and are able to specify the model’s size and height,

facial features, hair style/colour, and can even specify their actual body

measurements. This model can then be used to ‘try on’ clothes from a

number of online retailers, such as LandsEnd.co.uk and

WeddingChannel.com. Through this greater degree of interactivity people

become more confident and their trust in the brand grows.

The facility to have virtual reality displays which enable visitors to

look at a brand is becoming an anticipated norm. To look passively at

pictures of a brand, rather than interactively changing the line of view for

a brand, misses the benefit of e-based branding. Examples of personal

choice helpers already exist in the bricks environment, for example

department stores where the stores’ shopping advisers accompany

shoppers. Likewise there are expectations of a virtual personal adviser,

Emotional appeal

Virtual reality
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who learns about visitors’specific needs and then helps guide them to

different alternatives.

Some online brands adopt the view that greater interactivity with their

brand comes through entertaining sites that involve customers in short

games. Particularly when the values of the games reinforce the brand’s

values, these can be helpful ways of engaging customers with the brand.

When some people visit a brand’s website they do not just want to

interact with the brand, but also with like-minded people. The brand is the

host, who needs to welcome new visitors, facilitate introductions to others

and ensure that, in a relaxed and open environment, visitors can form

their own community. The role for the brand needs to be made explicit.

There are instances where the brand needs to be unobtrusive and it gains

respect as the community members decide when they want to ask

questions about the brand. By contrast there are other instances where the

brand as a host plays a more obtrusive role through actively moderating

cyberconversations. One way of conceptualising the extent and nature of

the brand’s intervention in community conversations is to consider how

the brand’s values lead to particular types of relationships. For example,

based on an idea developed by Research International, one could

characterise a brand’s relationship with its community in terms of two

dimensions, as shown in Figure 4. The first dimension relates to the extent

to which the brand is dominant (‘let me tell you about. . .’) or submissive

(‘what would you like to know about. . .?’). The second dimension

describes whether the relationship is close (‘hello Peter, welcome back’)

or distant (eg treating a returning visitor as if they were a first-time

visitor).

Using the matrix in Figure 4 it is possible to identify four roles for the

brand as it acts as a host to a community. Where the brand values

translate into a relationship best described as critical expert, there are

‘visible’ moderators who seem to the community to be controlling the

Games

Online opportunities

Figure 4: The brand’s hosting role with its community
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conversations, in so far as there appear to be guidelines about the nature

of dialogues which are strictly enforced. The ‘tone of voice’ is akin to

being stern and impersonal. The role of cold servant is seen when the

brand appears distant and submissive. No attempt is made to intervene in

dialogues and the brand only responds when requested, but even then

without any hint of personalisation. In the friendly guide role, the brand is

welcoming, warm, personable, but possibly seen as being ‘fussy’, taking

the lead role in conversations and wanting always to show its knowledge.

By contrast, in the final quadrant, where the brand is a cooperative

question answerer, it is more relaxed and does not come across as being

akin to a nervous individual who seeks to control conversations.

Better tailoring offerings
The internet is taking marketers’ attention away from the idea of mass

segmented markets to targeting smaller numbers of individuals. For

example, Procter & Gamble created Reflect.com as a more tailored

approach to marketing their competencies in toiletries and cosmetics. The

brand has this novel name as it is about how an individual can create their

own brand which best matches themselves. When the visitor gets on to

this online brand they are offered a number of categories and might select

shampoo. They answer questions about their hair, and the most suitable

formulation of hair shampoo is then recommended. The next stage

involves the user designing a container that best suits them. Another

example is provided by memorisethis.com, an online brand which

provides a gift selection service which can be tailored to the intended

recipient (both age and gender), occasion, price range or preferred store.

It also offers a ‘reminder’ facility, whereby consumers enter details of

significant events (for example, a loved one’s birthday), and are sent an

e-mail prior to the date suggesting a number of appropriate gifts.

The ability to tailor a brand better is not just restricted to goods. For

example, Virgin Credit Card (virginmoney.com) greets the visitor with

‘What do you want from your credit card? Tell us and our wizard will

come up with the answer’. In addition to enabling the person to select the

look of their card, they decide upon several factors, for example how they

wish to balance their interest rate against reward points. Wisely this

organisation first discovers the characteristics of each potential consumer

before offering the choice to co-create the brand, as both the consumer

and the organisation need to benefit.

What is apparent from these examples is that internet-based branding

capitalises on the ability of the user to co-create value. The rigid control

seen in goods-based branding is relaxed, but marketers manage their

brands by placing constraints within which their brand can move.

Successful branding also necessitates marketers designing their sites

such that consumers recognise the brand’s values, and thus they recognise

the limits within which the brand could evolve.

Conclusions
The concept of a ‘brand’ is universal across environments; what is

different is the way the brand’s promise is enacted. This paper has
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considered how a three-level triangle model, conceiving a brand as a

cluster of functional and emotional values which make a unique and

welcomed promise, enables organisations to characterise their brands. By

then extending this model to explore how the brand’s promise is

experienced online, managers are better armed to strengthen their brands.

Through considering some of the opportunities brands face online it is

possible to identify three success factors. By considering how the brand’s

promise builds genuine relationships, facilitates greater interactivity and

enables greater personalisation there is scope for building even more

valuable brands. As a result of the issues explored in this paper, Table 1

lists ten key action points for marketers facing the challenge of taking

their brand promise online.
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